L&T bags Rs 3,15 crore order for construction of Ganga bridge in Bihar
Larsen & Toubro (L&T) along with its Korean JV partner Daewoo E&C of South Korea has won an order to construct a new Ganga bridge from the Bihar State Road Development Corporation (BSRDC). L&T, which is responsible for the design and construction of greenfield six lane, elevated bridge over river Ganga near Kachchi Dargah in Patna on NH-30, near Bidupur in district Vaishali on NH-103. Estimated value of the project is around Rs 3,15 crore.

Suzlon wins order from HPCL
Suzlon Group has won a third order from Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd (HPCL) for 50.4MW capacity wind power project in India. The project comprises of 24 units of 200-kW hybrid towers with rated capacity of 2.1 MW each and is scheduled for completion by FY2017.

India’s BHEL gets Rampal contract
The Bangladesh-India Friendship Company has chosen BHEL to construct the 1,220MW coal power plant in Rampal close to the Sundarbans. The signing of the contract is expected to take place within a few days and construction of the power plant will start immediately. BHEL would have to arrange the finance for the Indian Exim Bank on behalf of the Friendship Company. Of this finance, $1.39 billion will be in foreign currency and another $0.101 billion in local currency. The exact financing of the project can be disclosed after completing the financial closure. The Friendship Company will fund 30 percent of the project cost and the rest comes in the form of loans. Friendship Company plans to complete the task by the end of 2019.

IBM bags 40 mn deal from Bank Tech India Payments
IBM has bagged a 7-year deal worth USD 40 million from BTI Payments, a white Label ATM (WLA) operations service provider from IT Infrastructure across India. IBM will take up the maintenance and service of ATM assets including feasibility, supply and installation, performance monitoring, availability management, reporting and analysis.

MFS Formwork Systems Pvt. Ltd.
MFS Formwork Systems Pvt. Ltd., a leading manufacturer of formwork systems and equipment which are manufactured in India. This comes, as a Great Opportunity for Indian manufacturers to Compete with Global companies but at the same time it also requires Quality deliverables as per Global standards. We are fully geared to Cater Indian Construction industry with Best Quality products, In - Time Deliveries and Best Technical Support. We have Firm Belief in our Team’s Capability to face any Challenge with Positive Attitude. It would be refreshing to see Indian Formwork Industry growing at new heights. At “MFS Aluminium Formwork System” we encourage this great initiative and shall contribute to make it successful.

Sterile Grid bags Lol to set up power project in Odisha
Sterile Grid has received Lol to set up power evacuation infrastructure in Odisha for local power projects. It is the lowest bidder for the power transmission project in Odisha with a levelized annual tariff of Rs 139.79 crore.

Gamesa has received an EPC order from New Era Enviro for the development of 5 MW, 10 MW and 8 MW solar power projects in the towns of Bujarpur, Ellahabad and Mankund, respectively. More specifically, the company will perform the engineering work, procure the photovoltaic inverters and commission the facilities, foreseeably in the first quarter of this year. Meanwhile, New Era Enviro will supply the solar panels and structures.

L&T consortium bags Rs 2,450 crore ONGC order
Larsen & Toubro's hydrocarbon arm, in consortium with US-based engineering company McDermott, has bagged an offshore contract from ONGC worth Rs 2,450 crores for the development of the latter's Vashishta and S1 deepwater fields situated off the east coast of India. L&T's arm L&T Hydrocarbon will execute part of the order worth Rs 640 crore.

Suzlon receives 197.40 MW repeat order from IPP company
Suzlon has said that it has received a 197.40 MW repeat order from a leading renewable energy Independent Power Producers (IPP) company. The order is for the installation of 47 wind turbines of 5.2 MW each and has a commissioned value of Rs 961.10 crore.
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Cond. from page 14
Q. Can you share with us your Success story and where shall we find “MFS” three years from now?
Ans. “The success of any Business is gauged by the capability of an organization to complete the job on time with budgeted resources. Time is our No. 1 constraint. Aspirations can’t wait and ambition does not know tomorrow. We, at ‘MFS Aluminium Formwork System’ believe that tomorrow is a day too late. We continuously strive to provide value for money to our clients enabling them to achieve the most Cost Effective Solutions for their projects with High Safety Standards, Excellent Quality and Unparalleled Services. With Excellent Team Work, we aim to turn our Vision into Reality not tomorrow but today.”